Anthropology Alumni Celebrate Reunion

Learn More
Sangren Named Hu Shih Distinguished Lecturer

Anthropology Professor P. Steven Sangren was appointed the Hu Shih Distinguished Professor of China Studies.

Learn More
New engaged learning curriculum offers gateway to the world

Anthropology’s new Global Gateways course sequence helps students take advantage of off-campus opportunities, from engaged learning programs to study abroad.

Learn More
Ialenti is First Anthropologist with a Feature Article in Physics Today

Vincent Ialenti made history in October by becoming the first anthropologist with a feature article in Physics Today.

Learn More
Courtney Work '14 is Awarded a Senior Humanities Research Fellowship

Courtney Work '14 was awarded a 2017 NEH Senior Humanities Research Fellowship.
Learn More
PhD Students Awarded Humanities New York Grant

Emily Hong and Mariangela Mihai Jordan, PhD students in the Department of Anthropology, received a grant from Humanities New York.

Learn More

Alumna Update: Sabia McCoy-Torres '15

Sabia shares news of her new job at Tulane University.

Learn More
Awards and Accolades - Fall 2017

Learn More
Anthropology in the news - Fall 2017

Learn More

New Faculty Books

**Sovereignty’s Entailments: First Nation State Formation in the Yukon.**

Paul Nadasdy’s timely and insightful work illuminates how the process of state formation is transforming Yukon Indian people’s relationships with one another, animals, and the land.

Available December 2017
Creating a New Public University and Reviving Democracy

Davydd Greenwood and Morten Levin analyze the wreckage created by neoliberal academic administrators and policymakers and argue that public universities must be democratically organized to perform their educational and societal functions. The book closes by laying out Action Research processes that can transform public universities back into institutions that promote academic freedom, integrity, and democracy.